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AIRGLOW IMAGING STUDIES OF NATURAL AND

ARTIFICIALLY INDUCED IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES

CHAPTER 1

I NTRODUCT I ON

During the past four years, a series of investigations of "ionospheric

variability" have focused on the variety of components that contribute to

the significant ( 20-25 ) day-to-day variations of the F-region. These

components included periodic sources (lunar tidal effects), quasi-periodic

sources (solar sector boundary effects), and the essentially random qeo-

magnetic activity effects (Mendillo and Lynch, 1979; Schatten and Mendillo, 1980).

All of the above investigations were carried out using satellite radio beacon

observations of total electron content (TEC) obtained from the AFGL/AWS net-

work of TEC monitoring sites (Klobuchar, private communication). During the

final phase of this work, our emphasis was switched to a different technique

(wide-angle airglow imaging) in order to investigate two additional types of

variations found in the F-region: (1) the severe plasma depletions (or "bubbles")

that occur naturally during the post-sunset hours at equatorial locations, and

(2) the artificially-induced F-region depletions (or "ionospheric holes") that

accompany rocket exhaust injections above 200 km. While both of these phenomena

have been studied using radio techniques, airglow imaging diagnostics offer a

new and complementary approach to these problems. In addition to the usual

benefits of detailed morphology information associated with any all-sky photo-

graphic system, image processing techniques can be applied to airglow images

to yield additional, quantitative results related directly to physical and
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chemical processes operating in the upper atmosphere.

In Chapter 2 of this report, we describe the low-light level airglow

monitoring system developed for these stidies. Chapter 3 contains a summary

of the data reduction and image processing techniques applied to the obser-

vations. Two experimental campaigns were carried out to test the optical

system for equatorial airglow depletion studies and rocket-induced airglow

enhancement observations; results from these investigations are presented in

Chapters 4 and 5.
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AN ALL - SKY CAMERA SYST>h

1. Performance Criteria

An all-sky camera system (ASCS) was originally designed to address the

needs of a specific observational campaign: to monitor airglow depletions

observed in the equatorial ionosphere over Ascension Island. The airelow data

taken during this campaign was to be used in conjunction with other diagnostic

techniques to assess the impact of equatorial plasma depletions on the NAVSTAR

Satellite Navigation System.

The specific design goals of the camera system for this campaign were:
0

(a) to record all-sky images of 6300A airglow emissions at brightness levels

50 Rayleighs; (b) to be able to distinguish features in the airglow as

small as 10; and (c) to monitor the airglow depletions in a real time mode.

Additional design goals of the system not nessarily related to the

Ascension Island campaign were the ability: (d) to operate under adverse

lighting conditions (twilight, moon); (e) to select different wavelencth bands

0 0
(e.g., 5577A or 7774A); (f) to exchange the fisheye lens for lenses with smaller

fields of view and therefore increased resolttion (% Imin of arc); and (a) to

take data suitable for subsequent photometric reduction.

2. Design Constraints

The two most important constraints in designing the all-sky camera system

were cost and time - only 25 man-weeks at 20% effort were available to design,

build and test the system before the system was to be used in the field.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - .,. - - . "
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To keep costs down the system had to be designed using easily ob-

tainable "off the shelf" components wherever possible. The decision was

umade to record the data photographicallv rather than electronically (i.e.,

television system). In addition to reducing the cost, a photographic approach:

ias considerably less bulk and complt,xity than a TV system and therefore would

he, much eas ier to set tip in the field.

3. Design Details

3.1 Fish-eve lens

Iwo commonly available "f ish-oye" lenses were considered for the first

eIlement in the svstem. Tie NIKKOR 8 rim FL F/2.8 lens produces a 23rmm diameter

irag coverit ai t uil hemisphere. The ROKKOR-X 16mm Fl. F/2.8 lens for Minolta

cameras has a 
4 Omm diameter image (the diagonal of 35mm frame) also havinz a

t ic.d of view of 180o. The actual choice of lens was determined by other

design constraints in the system.

3.2 Interference Filters

A major design problem was the use of narrow band interference filters

with wide field angle objective lenses. The use of narrow band pass filters

was necessary because of the comparatively weak airglow signal (' 100 R)

anticipated at Ascension Island, and a background continuum of u 3R/A at

6 300A (due to nonspectral sources, stars, etc.). A system would have to iso-

late a 30A wide portion of the spectrum to reduce the background to %100 R. *

Filters with even narrower band passes than this would be necessary if the

system had to perform under adverse lighting conditions (e.g., scattered

moonlight could produce % 20R/A).
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The difficulty in using interference filters to limit the band pass of

an all-sky system is that the band pass of an interference filter shifts to

shorter wavelengths for rays that are skew to the filter's normal (see figure

1). The severity of this shift depends on the index of refraction of the

materials used to construct the filter (see figure 2).

Two possibilities for using interference filters with all-sky imaging

systems were investigated. Figures 3 and 4 show the two designs considered

in schematic form.

In Figure 3, the filter is placed in the diverging rays from the fish-

eye lens after the rays have passed through the focus. A field lens has been

added at the image plane to make the central axis of the diverging cones of

light parallel to the optical axis of the system. This approach is similar

to that of Mende et al. (1976). The maximum angle that any ray makes with

the filter normal in this svstem is: a TAN 'CL). For either of the lenses
2F

considered above ci 100. The sizes of the filters using this approach would

be approximately the sane as the sizes of the images formed by the fisheve

lenses. Referring to Figure 5, it can be seen that the filter passband would

0
have to he %, 40 A and centered at 6310A, so that all the rays will pass within

the 90% (normalized) transmission region of the filter. Note that in this

design the rays from the edge of the field of view of the fisheye are treated

the same as those from the center of the field of view (see Fig.3).

Figure 4 shows an alternate method of treating the problem. In this

approach, the diverging rays, from the image are collimated before passing through

the filter. To ensure that all the light from the fisheye enters the collimator

lens, a field lens is again employed. The focal length of the field lens is
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such that it images the aperture stop of the fisheye onto the filter. The

filter sees a bundle of rays from the center of the field of view all parallel

to the optical axis. For rays originating near the edge of the field of view,

the filter sees a parallel bundle of rays whose axis makes an angle to the

optical axis equal to one-half the angular size of the image as viewed from

the collimator. It is obvious that this angle can be made arbitrarily small

by placing the collimator far away from the image. This angle is also mini-

mized by starting with a fisheye lens that produces a small image. In prac-

tice, however, the collimator can not be placed at great distances from the

image because the diverging beam from the image gets too large. Therefore,

the practical limit on the focal length of the collimator is set by how

large a filter can be obtained. Without going through the extraordinary

procedure of making a mosaic filter, the practical upper limit for interfer-

ence filters with % 6A passbands was found to be % 100mm in diameter (the main

constraints being cost and quality control). The selection of this filter size

and the NIKKOR Fisheye lens defined the minimum passband possible for a filter.

The maximum spacing between the image formed by the fisheye lens and a 100mm

diameter collimator is 285 mm. To separate them more than this would allow the

diverging beam to overfill the collimator. With a collimator focal length of

285 mm and an image radius of 11.5 mm, the maximum angle anv ray would make

with the filter normal is 2.30. Referring again to Figure 2, this angle of

incidence would result in a wavelength shift of approximately 1.5A. To ensure

that all of the rays pass through the filter within the 90 (normali7ed)

transmission region, the FWHP passband of the filter would have to he at la.t

0
3A and be centered at 1, 6301A (see figure 6). The center. wavelength of these
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filters shift to longer wavelengths as temperature is increased with a

coefficient of % 0.2A/°C. Therefore, the filters are housed in a temperature

controlled oven.

The closest match to the ideal collimator lens for the system was an

ACHROMAT 88mm in diameter, 24 1ram focal length. This slightly shorter focal

o
length increased the maximum angle of incidence at the filter to 2.7 and

Llicrefore, thv minimum passhand of the filters to be used with te . -tem

nc reased to 6A.

0 " ttr I,: in:_i tircu,_h the filter, the col.imated I t is rc -ima,. t

a in idelt iI t h. th. 2 , 1![mator cribed abcvL. °l filtered irae

b Ii~2Lu a{::c . the jia-C '_reed I, th. fi. i-,, !iTjtl'

_oka,'ard t, c 5 .t le , - .r, !, ea-i '. I el,. Id led c! i ing .i appropriately

, -r Wt a it* t il ¢ :? ia-t tz <t il ane o:r~a., - f the input

' I c , fl .' a::: ;te . j-, 'it'r rA 'e d ; [n ., -'! (; {in-.' ::'' on .

•. 3 I:,a ,. j~lt, ,:

TI: rli t t ,,. , L . - . '' d .,i,( thc tict t: .it the airgl ',,

L rt1.. r a, -:,, at I =Iin ,ni te > th (Webir, et m .

0{) JIII 'I TT : 'I, tI

F is cr,- a I-. pld t-'cit I .. e tpec tcd -rightness of the equatorial

rc ,'. (5i - I I) (, 1.teI th 11C ..'e of 1n imag e intensifying device to get

u-, I Ii im <Ien. i Lie--. V'., bisic t 'pes of image intensifiers ,,ere considered

tr the camera system: A 25mm 3-stage so-called "first generation" image tube

and a second generation microchannel plate (MCP) intensifier. Both tubes

have similar gain, noise, and resolution specifications. However, the 25mm

MCP intensifier (military specification: MX9644/UV) is one-third the length

of the three stage tube, has an integral H.V. power supply (needing only

I, , , , -i " ' '. ..'



external 2.5V battery for power) and, most importantly, has antiblooming

characteristics that make it particularly well-suited for use in a situation

where a large dynamic range might be encountere6(2.g., the moon' s image

simultaneously with dim airglow). Figure 7 shows, in schematic form, the

operation of a second generation image intensifier.

Photons enter the fiber optic faceplate and strike the S20/25 photocathode

which is deposited on the inside surface of the faceplate. Photoelectrons

* liberated at the cathode are then accelerated and electrostatically focussed

on the microchannel plate (MCP) electron amplifier. The MCP consists of a

parallel array of hollow glass cylinders about IOWj m in diameter and about 1 mm,

* or less, in length. The inside walls of the cylinders are coated with a secondary

emitting material. When a primary electron enters a cylinder, it cascades down

the channel producing additional secondary electrons.

Bonded to the output end of the MCP is a thin aluminum barrier and a

PL/P39 phosphor screen which converts the electron current back into photons.

Data sheets describing the characteristics of the intensifier used in the

all-sky system are included as an Appendix to this Chapter.

3.4 Camera

To photographically record the image from the output phosphor of the

intensifier, a transfer lens system and a standard 35mm single lens reflex

camera were used. A more efficient method of coupling this image to the film

would be to have the emulsion of the film pressed against the fiber optic

output of the image tube. This method permits all of the light from the phosphor

to enter the emulsion. However, a film transport mechanism to accomplish this

is a custom made device - and most importantly, if such a system is employed,

the image cannot be viewed in real time.
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The penalty for optically transferring the output phosphor to the film

is rather severe - only about 10% of the light from the intensifier can be

coupled to the film emulsion with transfer lens systems operating near F/i.

Special "fast" lenses have been designed to operate at conjugate ratios of

1:1 to address this demanding situation. However, it was found that com-

monly available "fast" lenses for 35mm cameras could be used in tandem pairs

to produce as efficient transfer systems. In such a system the lenses are

placed front to front so that the lenses are used at their designed infinite

conjugate ratios. The first lens acts as a collimator while the second

reimages the collimated beam on to the film. Such a system suffers from

vignetting but with care this can be minimized. In the current system an

85mm F/1.8 Nikon lens is used as the collimator and a 55mm F/1.2 Nikon lens

is tised on the camera. This combination of focal lengths produces an image

on the film 2/3 the size of the image on the output of the intensifier and

keeps the total vignetting of the system to less than a factor of 3 over the

image (see Figure 8). When used in the all-sky mode with the camera pointed

at the zenith, this vignetting is partially offset by the Van Rijn brightening

at large zenith distance. However, when the system is used with a narrow

( -600) field of view lens the vignetting is very noticeable.

A Nikon F camera body with a motor driven 250 exposure hack is used to

record the images. The camera back has been modified to allow data (tine,

date, etc.) to be recorded along one side of each exposure. The camera isI

operated by an external intervalometer built specifically for the Ascension

Island campaign. The interval between exposures can he set to 21k 5 or 10

minutes and the exposure time can be varied by factors of 2 from 1/1000 sec
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to 32 sec. A schematic of the completed system and the system set up in the

field are shown in figures 9 and 10.

4. Measured Performance

4.1 Sensitivity

Sensitivity is defined here as the minimum exposure in Rayleigh-seconds

(RSEC) to produce a density 0.3 above the combined density of the base of the

film and fog and tube noise.

Several film were investigated until KODAK TRI-X developed in D-19 for

5 minutes was selected as best for overall speed, resolution, and availability.

Using this film and the above definition the sensitivity of the system is

800-1000 RSEC.

4.2 Resolution

Field tests of the system have demonstrated that the system can resolve

features smaller than 10 at the center of the field of view of the fisheve lens.

This corresponds to about 12 lp/mm at the image plane of the system.

4.3 Real time viewing of weak airglow

At Ascension Island airglow depletions could clearly be seen in the view-

finder of the camera. A clear focusing screen and a 6x magnifying viewer were

used to maximize the brightness of the imag2. An RCA ultracon T.V. camera

"looking" into the camera viewfinder proved not to have the sensitivity to

produce usable images.

4.4 Operation under high background conditions

During the Ascension Island campaign no adverse lighting conditions were

encountered. The campaign was scheduled so that the moon was below the horizon

during the hours of interest. However the narrow bandwidth of the filters used
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00

zenith angle m100.

The system was uscd to monitor a rocket launch for Vandenberg AFB on June

23, 981.(seChater5') , This was an "experiment of opportunity adassc

the launch data and t ime wer0. d ictated by the nee(ds of tlhe spacecraft orbit and

not our &ueslr, to r tle ionospheric effects cf tlhe launclieic. Tlht

0
3rd' sju ,.rtor moon ...a 6 a iway, from the airglow cloud and was irna,4d orto th

'l'i' 0 1 '-' iMa,,e int'nslf ier by the 1800 fi.-hIave lens.

aa pot.rp.takenr. n this eve!nt is hown in Figure 11 . 7e L ..

.o s ,i::ioc ('Id not prevent use: ul data fromr. b eing taken.

For toie jnn roke camIpaign ti svstem was cunf 1 gured wit>i a 600

"Jct ive lens. miniutus or soa: ter tiie launch the a irilow c lc-id

<Jdtis field, and tigt 5-(30 f .k2 n- .,-:o rk placud by the f isheyv

sthat take., ;ibout m .ceconds. A ser ies o; photog raphs takon with the:

i(id -f View Jen'- .irc S"''%wn inCh1tr

4. Photometric accuracy,, of thie svstem

Chapter 3 discusses at le ngth the photometric reduction techniques, applied

to the data taken with tlie intens if ied camera system.

5. Future >lodificat ions.

Some o ti tIn plainned t( thin mt.ens Iid stminclude:

1.addition of di tor,*ent wavelon,,,th filters;

2. ineasin, th 0 4 aipi inc. eftir jence.% between t',c output of the inten-

sifier and tie ,-ilm;

3. the addition ),f i more en-ti TI. carmtra to til1 view I jolter:

4.a more f lex ihi i nt cr.'.a 0;oet e r;

5. addition of a the-rmostat - ii lv (-o-nt r led-( ovenr tor tie, ilter wheel.



OPTICAL SIGNATURE OF AN IONOSPHERIC HOLE

ATLAS-F ROCKET LAUNCH -- 23 JUNE 1981

MOON !

6300A AIRGLOW PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN

WITH ALL-SKY INTENSIFIED CAMERA

FIGURE 1 1
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NGT VISSON PRODUCTS

F 4727
IMAGE
INTENSIFIER
(MX-9644 UV
ITT Type F4727 25 millmeter micochannel electrosta!

I nverter is a single stage high gain image intensitie, tubt-
for use under low light or near infrared ambient cona tions
particularly in the scotopic regions of human vision 1C i
to 10?-2fc scene illumination,
The tube Consists of an S.20.:S 25 priocatnodle wlt
extended red resp~onse deposited on a fiber optic nouT
window a microchannel plate 'MCPj eiecl'~jn ar,,p ,1el
and a green P '/P 39 type screen fabricaled n to)e b
optic output wincow The tubeis compietey sei-containec

Ruggedized construction with an integral power supply featuring manuaf gain contr,
Bright source protection for low light levels and automatic brightness Control AB(_
Lightweight for uniform image output during exposure to highi vsie o,
Short length near intrared radiation levels The tube is also proviiec Ailt
Low distortion bright source protection (BSP) circuitry to prevent aramdtr

*High signal-to-noise ratio to the tube in the presence 01 smali bright light sources
SFast ecvery time the field of view All high voltage is contained interna, ano

the unit may be powered by a low -current 2- 7 voit natie,,
or other 2 4 to 3 2 Vol, qource,
Performance environmental and physica caatesc
of the ITT TyP F47L-7 Image Intensifier are detineo on the-
following OOcls of tINS data Sheet
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'RFORMANCE

PHOTOCATHODE

Entrance Window Plano surface tfiber optic
Photocathode Type S-20 'S 25
Useful Diameter 25mm

SCREEN
Exit Window Piano surface fiber optic
Phosphor Type P-1 /P-39 Aluminized
Useful Diameter 25mm

N, , ,iAL GAIN CONTROL WIRING DIAGRAM 10

The manual gain control operates in conlunction with a 2
50 thousand ohm gain control and a 470 thousand OK
ohm resistor The minimum manual gain setting is MAX
obtained with the wiper at position 1 The maximum 33
manual gain setting is obtained with the wiper
at rvsiton 3 40

+2 5 VDC Nominal

MIN TYPICAL MAX UNITS
Photocathode Luminous 200 350 jA/Im

Sensitivity
Radiant Sensitivity

@ 0 8 nanometers 12 30 mA/W
@ 0 85 nanometers 8 15 mA/W

Equivalent Background I ) 10-11 3 x 10-11 im/cm 2

Input

Luminance Gain 20.000 50.000 70,000

Center Resolution 25 30 line pairs/mm
Peripheral Resolution 25 30 line pairs/mm

Luminous Uniformity 1 5 1 30 1

Magnification (over 25 mm dia J 96 1 01 1 04
Distortion (over 25 mm dia) 4 0 5 0 %

Weight 310 350 grams

Useable Cathode 24 5 25 mm
Diameter

Input Voltage 24 2 5 3 2 Vdc
Input Current 17 35 mA
Axial Eccentricity* 0 10 020 inch

SAlignment difference
of optical and mechanical
centers at output of tube
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ENVIRONMENTAL
Temperature Range (Storage) -620C to +68 0 C
Temperature Range (Operating) -540C to+520 C
Vibration 10 to 3500 Hertz

at 2 5 g peak sine wave
Shock 500 g for a 3 milli-

second duration
140 g for a 9 mill-
second duration

Operating Position Any

1- 060 MAX

(N 2

24 803.28 NS -2A o- 065 MAX 4*- 035 REF

0 
-00 .

0 6 0 
2 4 8 0 R E F .3 E Q U A L S P

L- 1 4001, 010 DIA

POTTED IMAGE
TUBE ASSY
REF

PIN ]CONNECTIONS-

I1I+2 7VOLTSI
I2IGAINi

3 GAIN
4 GROUND
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TYP;CAL GAIN SATURATION CURPVE TY'PICAL
MO[J;JLATtK)N TRANS; E

9:7,JN'TI0N
2 5 7 5 16

9/77

A 72



ITT7635 Plantaon Rd., RoanoKe, Va. 24019. Telepnone (703) 563-0371 ITT
25MM IMAGE INTENSIFIER ASSEMBLY F4727 SERIAL NO.

MICROCHANNEL INVERTER

TEST MIN. ACTUAL MAX. UNITS
PHOTORESPONSE

2854 0K 200 PA/Im

8000 A 12 0q.0 mA/W

8500 A 8 I F mA/W
CYCLIC OPERATION Oh
EBI X5 ,/QIi 3 x 10 lm/cm

LUMINANCE GAIN 20,000 5fr-/, 70,000

CATHODE & SCREEN QUALITY __

FPN

MULTI MULTI -15 O h +15 %

MULTI-BOUNDARY -20 0 K +13 %

CENTER RESOLUTION 25 ,Ip/mm

MECHANICAL INSPECTION (RT-212,071 and RT-201,264 )

1. - SCREEN/RETAINER L 6. - COMPONENTS/MATERIALS

2. - CATHODE HEIGHT _ " 7. - WORKMANSHIP __

3. - ASSY. HEIGHT _ 8. - PIN SPACING _

4. - HOUSING EXT. THREADS zL 9. - CATH. FLATNESS t

5. - MARKING __ _10. - SCREEN FLATNESS "

TESTED BY: LC_ a&L. DATE SHIPPED. ?_ 2L?-

REVIEWED BY: S/0 NO.: '.24- r/Ol'.6

MANUAL GAIN CONTROL WIRING DIAGRAM 1 MMIN 0 - 40

The manual gain control operates in 2o -40 < k
conjuction with a 50 thousand ohm gain 50K
control and a 470 thousand ohm resistor . 30 MAX3
The minimum manual gain setting is obtained
with the wiper at position 1. The maximum 4o

manual gain setting is obtained with the
wiper at position 3.

+2.5V DC
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CHAPTER 3

DATA REDUCTION AND IMAGE PROCESSING

1. Introduction

In this chapter, a discussion of the various types of data reduction and

analysis will he given for thc data gathered during the Atlas-F rocket launch

of June 1q81, and t ht Asoen-ion Island cquatorial airglow depletion campaign

of January 1981. Thc nature of the data reduction concerned tie processing of

data captured on "I) mi in lm,. foim of visual display capable of relatincg

qualitative, as we ll i< ,ai nt itativ.. iniormation. Initially, prints were made

of the frames des'r-i1bin L' -h'vent. Sind simple overlays were created to charac-

terize the gross le atiires. .ater, t hcs. same data were digitized, and throuigh

a library of computer programs, wrt produced graphically in a manner more

conducive to .Fcientific investigation.

The first method of analvs i. for t;!e airgltow im,.ges was developed for the

Ascension Island data. A skeries )f tlreL computer generated overlays were

developed for use on the photographiL, Drint- oi the airgi.ow depletions. The

first overlay, created from a starfield taken at a known time, was used to

determinc the altitudc and azimuth of anv ,iven point in the field-of-view.

The second overlay, computed for a specific airglow height, could be used to

determine the subionospheric geographic coordinates of a depletion. Finally,

the last overlay produced a set of magnetic meridians, again, at a given height

above the Earth. These overlays could be used to give quantitative information,

such as airglow depletion drifts, spatial extents, and alignments with respect

to geomagnetic coordinates. In addition, for the rocket data gathered, one

similar type of overlay was devised. This overlay displayed the trajectory of
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the Atlas-F rocket, projected onto an altitude-azimuth grid with times-

of-flight and corresponding rocket heights.

2. Digital Analysis Method-

Digitization of he data by the Eikonixscan system yielded 512 x ,12

arrays of 8 bit transmission numbers. It was decided to reduce tle size

of these large array's for stvcral reasons. Pr imari I, the reso I: i,i ie

al I-skv mon itoring sxstrI: ,itIi the f 1i ; e\ len (! 0 .rCL S) rn', d n ro ,

.0 to: 2." degrees, and abont three ti c.; r.ater 'i Ii t irrro, fil l ii:

dc d .1, r e 1 , " - L I s i e ,,I, 1d o% irs li 1 cIt ta c rai

i Ti t t crr'at i- etail nttat e-. i,".I id It op T1I I' I ci t o r -,,i i, .

. add itioi, tie. r n. t,, 'ioi i th.'h arrai. servod t,, SIOt~tli out an\' ;lIOlli*ill>

1 bixt to p i>tl dIicepant i, aiM/or ,rrat r r eiUl n detects (,

; it , . '. ' ti it.-' r :. Fina lly i mren a proct t, , ir -

point a smaller array; was mucl, faster to pr,,cess in digital comptatat ion:;.

In order to reduce the array size, and still maximize the three criter-

ion mentioned above, i.e., (1) to approach a size comparable to the resolution

without creating or destroying detail, (2) to smooth our troublesome pixel

noise without suppressing meaningful data, and (3) to choose the smallest

possible arrav to promote speed and efficiency in processing, it was decided

to use a 128 x 128 pixel array. This size was obtained by a simple averaging

of adjacent 4 x 4 regions to create the final 128 x 128 format used in all

following discussions.

In addition to the data taken in the field, control data were also digitized

so that a means to go from transmission units to intensity units could be

established. Using the same all-sky camera set-up, a standardized light source

44
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was photographed across its range of graduated intensities using different

exposure times in order to simulate the conditions under which the field data

were gathered. After digitization of these uniformly illuminated frames,

both with and without a 1.0 neutral density filter, the center 5 x 5 pixel

region of each array was averaged (to avoid possible vignetting effects).

The end product of such a procedure was a transmission-to-intensity look-up

table for different exposure times and filter combinations. To find the

intensity corresponding to a given transmission number, it was necessary to

account for whether the frame was digitized with or without a filter, and what

the corresponding exposure time was; the table then yielded the correct inten-

sity value.

Before the intensity transformation could be carried out, it was necessary

to correct for any non-uniformities present in the digitizing system. This was

accomplished by digitizing a field with no negative in the film carrier. This

so-called "flat-field" array, in the absence of non-uniformities of illumination

and diode sensitivities, should have the same value everywhere. The transmis-sion

numbers in the actual "flat-field" array showed about 15', variation over t he

field digitized. By normalizing this flat field frame to the hichest transmission

value, an array was obtained, which when divided into any other data arrav in

transmission units, would correct for uneveness of illumination ot the net,.tiV

'ing digitized.

In addition to the "flat-field" correction, it was clear from the de-in i 

of the all-sky imaging system that internal effects, such as the vignt'tt inc

encountered in reimaging the output phosphor of the intns i' Ier, is we]l as

external factors, such as the van Rhijn effect, must be addressed. Iie to

experimental circumstances, these problems were approached in dittcrent ways



in regards to the Atlas-F rocket launch and to the Ascension Island depletion

campaign. First, t te rocket launch data analysis for vignetting correction

i> discussed.

Lo produce a vignetting array, a frame was digitized that contained a

uniform signal, i.e., a frame which was exposed while the camera system was

monitoring an evenly illuminated diffuse source. While the array was in

transmission units, the standard "flat-field" correction was applied, and,

as descrihed verore, the appropriate transformation to intensity was per-

ormed . Acain. j, with thc "lIat-field" array, this the so-called "vignettintg

arrsy, was nor'nalized to its highest value. Similarly, it was then used to

correct other data arrays atter they were transtormed to intensity units.

Belore tiLth correction was actually applied, it became apparent that the

vignetting array was a hit noisy, though it did resemble closely the characteris-

tic bulls-eve pattern ot an analytically defined vignetting function. After

repeated attempts at two-dimensional spline tits it was decided to use a simple

x running average scheme. This type of averaging involved moving one

pixeL at a time and averaging the surrounding 25 pixels. This method was by

tar the most successfIul at smoothing large spikes, while at the same time, it

wAs; equally eliectiVe in maintaining detail and a close resemblance to the raw

1iusmuothed GaLa. Ihusi, tnis method resulted in creating a workable vignetting

Array wnih was an essential tool tor contouring routines.

For the Ascension Island airglow depletion photographs, different physical

conditions led to a revised analysis of vignetting and van Rhijn effects. In

contrast to the rocket data, the Ascension Island data were taken onil with the

18O degree l ish-eye lens. A new approach was taken to correct tor vignetting

and van Rhiin e tects tovether.
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Inspection of all the photographs digitized showed that no one area of

the sky was preferred by depletion activity. After choosing two representative

days, (Feb. 1 and 2, 1981), each frame was corrected for "flat-field" and

put into intensity units. Then, all the image arrays for a night were

averaged together and, finally, the two night's averages were combined in a

grand average, the so-called "average frame." This average frame was then

smoothed by the 5 x 5 pixel averaging method described above. The end result

was an "average frame" that yielded the combined mean total of the vignetting

of the system, the van Rhijn effect of the atmosphere, the background intensity

of the airgiow, and the stationary objects which were unwanted, such as tele-

phone wires (see figure 1).

The average frame was used in two separate ways. In the first technique

the average frame was subtracted from the data array to form a "difference

image." In such a format, all stationary objects and constant airglow features

went to zero, and if a constant factor was added to the array, the depletions

appeared as indentations along a continuum. While this method did not really

address the issues of vignetting and the van Rhijn effects, nor was it capable

of producing absolute intensities, it was quite effective when used to display

the essential characteristics of airglow depletions as departures from mean

conditions.

The second technique took the average frame, normalized it to the peak

value in the array, and divided it into each of the data arrays. This resulted

in a good correction for the combined effects of vignetting, van Rhijn, and

local time difference from east to west, but did not totally "erase" the pre-

sence of the stationary objects in the field-of-view. This method was essential

for determining the true slopes of the walls of the depletions and was the
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preferred correcting function to apply for contouring purposes.

In summary, for both the Atlas-F and the Ascension Island projects,

the data reduction followed along quite similar lines (see figure 2). Each

photograph was digitized to a 512 x 512 pixel array that reduced subsequently

to a 128 x 128 array by a straight 4 x 4 averaging in transmission units.

These arrays were then corrected for flat-field, converted to intensities via

an appropriate look-up table, and then corrected for the corresponding vig-
0

netting and van Rhijn function. By inspection of control filters at 6200A

for both events, it was decided that any background ligaht, aside from the
0

6300A airglow, was below the sensitivity of the system and could therefore

be ignored in the reductions. The final data arrays were usually still some-

what noisy to be of practical use in further computations. Thus, in nearly all

cases, a 5 x 5 running average technique was applied to help smooth the data

for final analysis or display.

3. Graphical Display of the Final Data Arrays

The ionospheric hole created by the rocket was the first data to be

graphed and had a few problems associated with it. The airglow burst recorded

was on the order of 14 kilorayleighs, far above an almost negligible background.

In order to increase the effective dynamic range of the scanning system, these

frames were digitized both with and without a filter. This was done in the

hope that a linear relation could he found between the two resulting arrays.

However, due probably to scattered light in the digitizing system, no such

relation was clearly defined. This resulted in the high end of the intensity

scale (i.e., the densest part of the negative) to exhibit a fair amount of



uncertainty.

Since a calibrated photometer was used in conjunction with the imaging

data taken during the rocket experiment, absolute values of intensities could

be fixed to the data. Simply by knowing where the photometer was pointing,

the corresponding pixel in the array could be monitored over time and essentially

matched to the photometer tracing along the same interval to produce a means

of calibration to absolute intensity. These intensities were then transformed

to log (iitensities) due to the wide range of values encountered during the

ev'e t .

In graphing these data, it became necessary to suppress extraneous signals

from the intensifier that were beyond the edge of the actual field-of-view of

the camera. The first contouring method involved drawing isophotes at certain

pre-scribed levels on a two-dimensional graph ('x' pixel vs. 'v' pixel). This

tvpe ot plot showed well the way in which the hole progressed in both shape and

size over time. Specifically, for example, a certain intensity level could be

watched to estimate expansion rate.-. The other type of contour graph consisted

of taking this two-dimensional grid, prolecting it in the "z" direction, and

then dropping a net or fine mesh atop it. In this way, a three-dimensional

representat ion of the phenomenon could be presented, where the hole appezired

as a hill ahove the backaround airglow. The hest Ic ature of this tiechni niie Was

thit the graph could be rotated to ;illow various Vi ewing angples o that details

in the structure of the hole, i.e., the observed "horshoe pattern", cold be

fol lowed as it changed over time. Plots of all the di itized 0'() degree trames

are given in Fi,,u re 3.

Many of the digital displav schemes developed for the rocket 1,mnch effects

were subsequentlv used for the d isplay of the airo I ow deplet ioni rec.-rde'd at



Ascension Island. Because the ranqc of intens it ies of t hc deplct ions were

much less, no filter was needed in digitizing and thus con! idencu in intensity

values were good. However, without the benefit of photometer readings, the

best that could be arrived at were relative intensity levels, i-or tile most

part, as mentioned before, the use of log (intensities) was not required as

the range ot values was not as large as the rocket event.

As with the rocket data, both types of contouring routines were used for

the equatorial depletion data. Again, the signals exterior to the actual

ield-of-view were suppressed and viewing angles, where necessary, could he

altered to sight down depletion "alIe',.. in the end, each type of presenta-

tion was useful to show the finer structures oi the features and to show the

temporal progression of the deplctics.

In addition to these contour plots. a third type of .craph was developed

for the Ascension Island data. Before performing the 5 x 5 running average

on the corrected arrays, the linc of numbers running from the east horizon to

tile west horizon through the zenith, ti c so-called "prine vertical" 'as extracted.

U'sing the fact that Ascension Island is close to the equator aind tit thcrc

existed a l inear relation between pi:.el number and an arc-di. stance irom t!e

zenith, it was possible to convert pixel number to distance at any given h I..'iht

above the Earth. These prime vertical plots (relative intensitv vs. distance)

then could be used to calculate drift velocities as well is the slopes 1 te

deplet ion wails.

41k
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CHAPTER 4

AIRGLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF EQUATORIAL

PLASMA DEPLETIONS

I. INTRODUCTION

Airglow observations have long been used to study the structure and

dvnamics of the upper atmosphere (Cabannes, 1935; Bates, 1946). The oxygen
0

"red line" emission at 6300 A offers a particularly convenient way of

monitoring processes in the lower portions of the ionospheric F-region

(Chamberlain, 1961; Peterson et al., 1966). Hays et al., (1978) have pro-
C

vided a recent description of the various sources and sinks of 6300 A

radiation in the ionosphere. During the nighttime hours, photochemical

equilibrium exists between the production of O(ID) atoms via the F-region

loss process

+ 0, Y + 0 (1)

O1+ + e- C kO(]D) + (2-k)O (2)

and the decay of O(1D) by emission and quenching. The charge transfer re-

action (.), the dissociative recombination rate (a), and the efficiency

factor (k) for the number of O(ID) states created per plasma recombination

are considered to be well-known parameters (Hays et al., 1978), and thus
0

the overall emission at 6300 A depends on the height profiles of 0, and e-.

Since the equatorial ionosphere exhibits a well-known "anomalous pattern"

for the height (hmax) and magnitude (Nmax) of its peak density, while the

neutral 0, profiles are relatively uniform within ± 150 dip latitude of the
0

magnetic equator, the airglow emission at 6300 A depends almost exclusively

upon the instantaneous structure of the Ne(h) profiles. The morphology of

I I I I I I i - I I I I 1
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the F-region's equatorial anomaly has been reviewed recently by Anderson

(1981) and Anderson and Roble (1981); their results show that during pre-

midnight hours, the crests of the equatorial anomaly have h valuesma X

near 300 km, while at the equatcr h approaches 600km. This extra-
max

ordinary height variation accounts for the prominent intertropical arcs
o

or bands of 6300 A airglow associated with the anomaly, as first discussed

in detail by Babier et al. (1961).

In recent years, airglow studies of the equatorial ionosphere have

concentrated on the departures from uniform airglow contained within the

broad intertropical arcs. This new approach resulted, in part, from a

new observing technique developed by Mende and Father (1976) and Mende

et al. (1977) in which a TV system operatinq in an integrating mode, with

a wide field of view and a narrow spectral bandwidth, records monochromatic

all-sky observation of auroral and airglow emissions. Using this type of

instrument installed in the Air Force Geophysics Laboratory's Airborne

Ionospheric Obeservatory, Weber et al. (1978, 1980) obtained a remarkable

series of "equatorial airglow depletions" from all-sky imaging observations

at 6300 A. The regions of decreased 6300 A intensity were north-south

aligned, had edst-west dimensions of 50-200 km, often extended to more than

1200 km in the north-south direction, and indeed were viewed as continuous

irregularity features spanning the magnetic equator to both intertropical

arcs. The depletions appeared after sunset and were observed to drift to

the east with speeds of 50-150 m/sec.
0

The 6300 A airglow imaging technique pioneered by Weber et al, (1978,1980),

and recently extended by Moore and Weber (1981) to include images at 7774 A,

has shown that the equatorial airglow depletions are linked unmistakably to
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the equatorial F-region bubbles and plumes of plasma irregularities that

have been the subjeZt of intense study during the past several years

(Matsushita et al., 1981). Radio and rocket-borne diagnostics of

equatorial plasma depletions offer very detailed "line of sight" aspects

of the phenomenon; all-sky optical methods offer broad, instantaneous

coverage of the features, but only from the limited altitude range where

natural airglow occurs. All three methods (radio, in-situ and optical) are

clearly complementary. The imaging technique is still in its early

phase, and promises to be a valuable method for quantitative, upper atmos-

pheric science.

In this paper we wish to describe a new series of optical measure-

ments obtained from ground-based, photographic methods. The results suggest

that a substantial data base of equatorial depletion characteristics can be

obtained during a relatively brief experimental campaign, and that the air-

glow images can be processed to yield quantitative descriptions of a broad

range of parameters related to the theory and practical consequences of

equatorial plasma irregularities.

In the following Section, our all-sky airglow imaging system is described.

In Section 3, we describe a field test of the apparatus during an equatorial

observing campaign in January - February 1981. Observations and results are

discussed in Section 4, and a summary of findings appears in Section 5.

'A



2. A LOW-LIGHT-LEVEL AIRGLOW

:MAGING SYSTEM

In equatorial regions the normal background of 6300 A radiation is

relatively weak ( 50-100 R). In order to detect regions of depleted airglow

in relatively short integration times (,l minute), an intensified camera

system is required. The optical system developed for this purpose is shown

in schematic form in Figure 1. While the system has interchangeable all-sky

(180' field of view) and narrow (600 field of view) lenses, all of the observa-

tions reported on here were taken using the 180 field of view option. In this

mode, a standard NIKKOR 8 mm f/2.8 "fisheye" lens produces a circular image of

the sky 23 mm in diameter. The light from this image is collimated by a 100 mm
0

diameter f/2.8 lens before passing through a 6300 A interference filter to reject

unwanted background radiation from the Noon and stars. The system was designed
0

for a filter having a very narrow bandwidth (6 A FWHP); in the observations
0

reported here, an alternate 12 A-wide filter was used.

After passing through the filter, the monochromatic light is re-imaged on

the photocathode of a second generation image intensifier whose luminous gain

is approximately 60,000. The output phosphor is then imaged on 35 mm film

using two NIKKOR lenses front-to-front and a NIKON-F2 camera body. All of the

images discussed in this paper were taken at 10 minute intervals using a

30-second time exposure.
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3. THE ASCENSION ISLAND EQUATORIAL

IONOSPHERE OBSERVING CAMPAIGN OF 1981

The Air Force Geophysics Laboratory organized a multi-techinque observing

program on Ascension Island (7.95'S, 14.38'W) during the period 24 January

to 10 February 1981. Boston University's all-sky airglow imaging

system operated from 27 January to 8 February and obtained useable airglow

data from 11 of the 13 niqhts. Figure 2 shows the location of Ascension

Island with respect to geographic and geomaqnetic coordinates. It can be

seen that Ascension Island sits close to the southern crest of the equatorial

anomaly, essentially beneath the southern intertropical arc. The two circles

indicate the coverage of the camera system for zenith distances of 75'- and

90 respectively. In Figure 3, a samole photograph is shown together with

three types of overlay-grids used to examine the image features. Note that

the field of view for this and all subsequent photographs exhibits the usual

inversion of east-west coordinates. The field of view also contains a group

of four telephone-pole-size antenna poles, with connecting wires. These poles

are reproduced on the grids, and serve as convenient orientation markers, as do

the two building lights on the eastern hc izon. The widths of the wires

illustrate the resolution achieved by the system ( 1,).

The grids presented in Figure 3 contain important information on the

spatial extent and characteristics of the images. Note that the zenith angle

AL
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grid (lower right) describes a nearly linear relationship between zenith

angle and image size. The geographical grid above it shows that a zenith

angle of 75 encompasses approximately :8 of lati tude/longi tude from the

zenith, which is equivalent to a horizontal diameter of -1800 kmhr

the zenith at 300 ki. Between zenith anles of 75 to 90 , an addP U' l

- of latitude, lonoitude are encompassed, but compression effects render th]s

region difficilt to work wivth in an) ,,antiLative way. It is i:portant tc

note, however, that the oeomanetic equator falls within the 75- - 90 regior.

o" the :ielc of view, as i lustrated i!, the Iower ieft (, :-id.

As a further aid to interpretir, , the photographs, Figure a gives a

schematic representation o the airclow viewing geometry computed 'or the

magnetic meridian of Ascension Island. _,hc. broad band near a hei'ght of 300 ki

depicts the approximate reqion of 6300 A emission recorded by the optical

system. From north-to-south ho,'izon, this region spans 3600kmI, and shows

that the airglow features recorded describe characteristics at the base of

manv field lines. Thus, at a zenith angle of 85 to the south, the imaqes

recorded fron airglow characteristics neat- 300 km pertain to field lines

that cross the magnetic eiljator near 1850 kw. Images recorded neat the

zenith pertain to flux tubes crossing the equator near 700 kin, while images

recorded at zenith angles : 8 5 ( to the north arise from 300 kil features at

the magnetic equator itself. Images taken from such a geometry have the

interesting quality that features seen from top-to-bottom on the photographs

have a one-to-one correspondnIc to altitude, bottom-to-top ( 300 km to 1800 kin),

above the equator. When interpreted in this way, the optical imaging technique

can be seen to yield information about the height-dependence of plasma depletions

above the equator, as well as the broad morphology aspects inherent in an

all-sky photograph.

ill -A
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V R: SLITS

Fiqure 5 contains a ilmary of a night' s observations from r on

Island. Located close to 15 , local time at Ascension is appro',imatelv 1

nour earl ie, than the L '.T val ues shown in the figure. The bri i i maooe

of the settinj i-loon is seen in the upper right corner of the frames at 21

and 21:10 U.T. , and the brioht dot near the two building lights in tie lower

left results from the combined imanes of Jupiter and Saturn. The availability

of useable airqlow data for depletion related studies, as shown here for

7-1 February 1981, is typical for that obtained on other nignts. The back-

ground airglow usually increased after 21:00U.T.. generallv revealino well-

formed depletions. After 01:00 LI.T., the depletions qradually disappeared

and observations were ended f:or the niqht.

Finure 5 exhibits a rich display of equatorial airnlow depletion shapes

and forms. Frame 22:2(1 U.T. alone shows narrow bands, twisted features, air-

glow islands and a "wishbone" formation. Later in the evening, single large

depletions dominate the scene. Figure 6 gives further examples of narrow depletion

bands (l Feb81, top panels) and a second "wishbone" feature (2 Feb'81, bottom

nanels). Ficures 5 and 6 illustrate several morphology features that can be

characterized using simple overlay/grid data reduction techniques. These

include depletion occurrence rates, alignment characteristics and large-scale

drift speeds. More detailed image processing methods applied to special features

, , f| i i ii MA



(such as the "wishbone ') and to individual depletion edne effects will be

described in a following section.

4.1. Depletion Occurrence Rates and Spatial Coverage

During the 13-night optical observing program on Ascension Island, two

niqhts were completely cloudy and no 6300 A emission was observed. On three of

the remaininq eleven nights, there was a bright 6300 A airglow, but no depleted

regions were observed. Thus, on eight of the eleven clear nights (-70 ), well-

formed airglow depletions were photoqraphed throughout the evening hours.

As noted in the previous section, regions of depleted airglow usually

appeared after 20:00 L.T., disappear after midnight, and occurred most abundantly

during the 20:30-23:30 L.T. hours. Baumgardner and Klobuchar (1981) analyzed

each photograph containing depletions with an equal-sky-area grid in order to

estimate the portion of the sky covered by depletions. To avoid compression

effects near the edge of each photograph they limited their analysis to zenith

anqles down to 700. Their results, summarized in Figure 7, show that on several

nights the depleted regions covered over 30% of the sky for extended periods, and

on a few occasions over 40 of the sky. Averaging over the samples available,

one concludes that on nights when depletions occur, approximately one-fourth of

the sky is covered by depletions for at least two hours.

4.2. Depletion Alignments

In the first study of wide-angle imaging of equatorial airglow depletions,

Weber et al., (1978) described the depletions as "north-south" aligned. Their

observations were made along a magnetic meridian near Lima, Peru, from an

aircraft that keptwithin 3 of the magnetic equator. They noted that the

depletions were basically aligned with the magnetic meridians close to the

equator, but that a skewness was evident for depletion ends extending far from the

equator. In their subsequent study (Weber et al., 1980), the aircraft flew in
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a region above and to the north of Ascension Island, and recorded several cases

of the poleward ends of depletions curving noticeably to the west. As described

in Figure 4, ground-based photographs from Ascension Island are particularly

useful for documenting alignments since the magnetic equator appears near the very

top of the photographs. Horizon-to-horizon depletions in the N-S direction

thus extend over 3000 km from the equator, and departures from magnetic meridians

can be seen to grow from top-to-bottom. For example, consider the depletion

shown in Figure 3. The central depleticn begins due north on the magnetic

equator. The grid below it shows that if the depletion were aligned along a

magnetic meridian, it would curve to the left in the photograph. Instead, as

one progresses down the axis of the depletion, it appears on meridians 2-, then

40, and at the bottom, up to 8")-10" to the west. Since features at the bottom

of the photograph relate to altitudes far above the equator, this westward tilt

must be the optical manifestation of the westward tilts of plasma depletion

plumes recorded by incoherent scatter radar (Woodman and La Hoz, 1976; Tsunoda,

1980) and by in-situ probes (McClure et al,. 1977). The end result of these

strong westward tilts is that from a site such as Ascension Island, where the

magnetic declination is large (--20 0 ) and to the west, the depletions appear to

be geographically-aligned in the North-South direction. This is, of course, an

artifact of the geometry, and not a physically important characteristic.

4.3. Large-Scale Plasma Drifts

Weber et al., (1978)described several cases of airglow depletions that were

observed to drift eastward, with speeds of 50-100 m/sec., for up to several hours.

Figures 5 and 6 show that eastward drifts are clearly visible in 10-minute spaced

photographs from Ascension Island. Using the eight nights of airglow images that

contained depletions, we computed eastward drift speeds for optical features

crossing the zenith as a function of local time. Using photographs taken 10
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minutes before, on , and after the hour, drifts were computed for features

(dark or bright) close to the zenith, using an assumed height of 300 km. In

some cases, when a photograph was rich in detail, two sets of speeds were

computed for a given hour. The results of this analysis are given in Figure

8, where the average speeds (with numbers of observations in parentheses) are

plotted as a function of local time. Figure 8 also contains several sources

of comparison with measurements made by other techniques:

(1) The Sipler and Biondi (1978) results refer to the average thermospheric

wind detected by the Fabry-Perot interferometer method, from five days of

observations at Kwajalein, during August-September 1977. The Sipler et al.

(1980) results refer to similar measurements during five days in July 1979.

(2) The Aarons and Whitney (1980) results were obtained by analyzing spaced

receiver scintillation records from 13 nights in March 1977 at Ancon, Peru.

(3) The Fejer et al. (1981) results were obtained from incoherent scatter

observations from 300-400 km, during several years of operation at Jicamarca.

Peru.

The results of Figure 8 come from a variety of methods, locations and

solar flux conditions, and contain a fair degree of experimental uncertainties.

Nevertheless, there is an encouraging agreement between the local time dependence

and magnitudes of the drifts obta ned from the airglow imaging method and the

other traditional approaches to F-region dynamics. Theoretical considerations

suggest that nighttime plasma drifts near the equator should become approximately

equal to the F-region neutral winds which generate them via electrodynamic

dynamo action (Rishbeth, 1971, 1981; Heelis et al., 1974). The pattern of east-

ward speeds summarized in Figure 8 supports that view.

A close examination of well-defined features in Figures 5 and 6 (e.g.,



the wishbone formations) reveals that northward drift speeds are also evident

from the airglow images. These drifts are somewhat more difficult to extract

using overlay/grid techniques due to the inherent difficulty in trying to

identify small displacements in nebulous features. A few clearly-identified

cases were obtained, however, and they yielded northward speeds of =50 m/sec

from 22:00 to 23:00 L.T. During this time period, eastward speeds average

=130 m/sec, and thus a total horizontal ExB drift of -140 m/sec is consistent

with the declination of approximately 20" near Ascension Island.

4.4 Image Processing Techniques

The quality of photographs capable of being obtained from all-sky airglow

imaging suggests that computer processed photometric methods can be used to

extract detailed quantitative information from the photographs. In order to

test these procedures with our initial field data, the density distributions on

our 35 mm images were accessed using a two-dimensional scanning EIKONIX micro-

densitometer. The resulting digital output, formated to a 128x128 pixel array,

were converted to an intensity plane using well-known film calibration procedures.

Full details of the method have been described in Chapter 2.

In order to demonstrate the types of digital processing capable with a

relatively simple system, each 10-minute frame from two nights of observations

(1-2 and 2-3 February 1981) were digitized. The numerical average of all those

frames provided a simple way to characterize the averaqe influences of the Van

Rhijn and vignetting effects, plus field contaminations, such as building lights

and telephone poles and wires. The subtraction of a single frame from the

averagr then yields a "difference icture" which, when added to a suitable

numerical offset, provides a very convenient wa- to characterize the fundamental
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aspects of airglow depletions. Digital arrays such as these can then be

used to construct three-dimensional (x,y, intensity) airglow relief maps,and

associated two-dimensional contour plots. Figures 9 and 1Ooffer examples of

the technique. One can see that the method captures the essence of a photo-

graph, and provides the added benefit of quantitative intensity variations

free from geometrical, lens and field-of-view effects. The contours in

Figure 9, for example, show that the depths of the depletions decrease from

west to east, while in Figurel O, the wishbone depletion is seen as a continuous,

bifurcating formation extending several thousand kilometers from the geo-

magnetic equator. The gr;ds in Figure 3 show that the left or eastern branch

of the wishbone is nearly parallel to a magnetic meridian, while the western

branch appears to be in the geographic north-south plane, as discussed earlier.

Figure 11 contains a schematic view of the 3-dimensional characteristics of

field-aligned depletions that could account for such an "airglow wishbone."

The digital arrays obtained from airglow images, such as in Figure 9

(1 February 1981 at 22:00 U.T.), can be used to examine the temporal evolution

of equatorial depletions in a high spatial resolution format. When an indivi-

dual frame is divided by the normalized composite average frame, the field of

view is corrected for van Rhijn and vignetting effects, and the depletions

appear as strong features on a relatively uniform background. An east-west

(or so-called prime-vertical) scan through the resultant array can then be

used to characterize the instantaneous cross sections of all the features in the

photograph. Figure 12 contains a series of 22 prime vertical scans, spanning

312 hours of observations in 10-minute steps, from the night of 1-2 February 1981.

The pixel geometry along the east-west direction has been transformed into

a linear format in kilometers (at h = 300 kin) in order to facilitate comparisons



of features photographed at zenith angles from 0 to 75 east and west.

Such a transformation removes the image compression effects that occur

towards the edge of a photoqraph. However, since the pixel spacing was

linear in the diqitization process, the transformation to spatial coordinates

causes resolution to deteriorate badly at large zenith angles. Figure12

therefore exhibits greatest detail within .600 km of the zenith, with adequate

resolution for broad features out to _±1200 km (or a zenith angle of 750).

The east-west airglow image scans in Figure 12 are plotted with successive

75-unit offsets on each side of the figure. The prime vertical scan from the

first photograph of the evening reveals a low level of airglow (Z25 units) that

is approximately uniforrm from east to west. As the F-region descends, back-

ground airglow and well-formed depletions emerge. The gradual east-west slope

in the background level reflects different local time regions across a

photograph (i.e., it is later and therefore brighter in the east). Peak back-

ground levels occur between 22:00-23:00 LT, showing approximately a 7-fold

increase over the levels recorded earlier in the evening. As the F-region

recombination mechanisms proceed towards midnight, background levels decrease

as bottomside plasma is consumed; the remnant background levels now remain

high towards the western horizon where the local time is still pre-midnight.

As seen in Figure 5, the prominant airglow depletions tend to disappear near

midnight.

Digitally processed image scans, as shown in Figure 12, can be used to

track individual depletions over their 3 to 31 hour residence time within the

all-sky field of view. For example, the depletion that appears near 700 km west

of Ascension Island at 20:40 LT drifts eastward with a speed of Z140m/sec at

21:00, crosses the zenith at --120m/sec an hour later, and finally reaches 700 km



e~ast of Ascension Island at 23:50 LT, for an average speed of z7Q2 ni/sec from

west to east.

The prime vertical scans may also he used to describe the cross-sectional

characteristics of individual airglow/plasma depletions. For example, the

scan at 21:00 LT in Figure 12 depicts three depletions that are 2-21, times less

intense than the background level. The scan at 23:00 LT exhibits similar

factor of 2 depletions upon a background that is now twice as bright as the

21:00 LT scan. Weber et al., (1980) reported depletions of similar magnitude

usi ng an arirborne photometer to moni tor zenith intensities of the dri fti nj depl e-

tions. From Figure 12, it becomes clear that digital processing of all-sky

*images offers an attractivc method of separating spatial and temporal changes,

while still preserving the quantitative benefits of narrow beam photometer

observations.

* The east-west walls or longitudinal gradients on both sides of the deple-

tions are particularly well defined in a series of prime vertical scans. In

Figure 12, over 50 depletion cross-sections are shown from 22 photographs taken

over a 312 hour period. In the majority of cases, the 6300 A intensity gradient

on the western wall is sharper than the corresponding gradient on the eastern
0

wall. Weber et al., (1980) have described a way of converting 6300 A intensity

to the average electron density within the airglow emission region, and thus the

brightness gradients in Figure 12 should be good indicators of the actual bottom-

side Nw gradients that define "plasma bubbles." The steepness history of a

* western wall is quite evident in the single, long-lived depletion described

above; it appears on the western horizon in Figure 12 shortly before 21:00 LT

transits the zenith near 22:00 LT, and passes to the eastern horizon after 23:00

LT. Throughout this period, the western wall is steeper than the eastern wall.
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It should be noted, however, that the pronounced steepening of both walls as

the depletion passes overhead in simply an effect a viewinq geometry: at

large zenith angles, the slilnt, integral measure of any trough-like feature

will always characterize vertical walls as gradual boundaries in comparison to

overhead observation of the same feature (a well-known problem encountered,

for example, in attempts to measure the edges of the so-called mid-latitude

ionospheric trough).

A final point to be mentioned with respect to Figure 12 concerns the

intensity fluctuations that appear in the bright backoround levels near the

zenith shortly before and after 23:00 LT. If characterized as enhancements upon

a backqround, they appear as 20 increases in brightness, a value that is

several times larqer than the sinqle nixel-to-pixel noise (-5 ) seen in toe

hright reqionnear21:00 LT. A 20 brightness variation is still too small to

see on nhotographs orinted to portray the factors of 2 to 3 difference found

in denletion-to-backaround effects. The enhancements a,)pear to be tens of

ilometers in east-west extent, with lifetimes of tens of minutes. Further

analysis is clearly renuired to determine if they are actual 'fingers' or .tri'ion

of enhanced plasma extending from the sharp western wall of the neighboring

depletion, evidence of TIM's in the airglow generatinq reqion, or some unknown

Problem associated with experimental or digitizing methods. For the present,

where large-scale depletion characteristics are our main concern, it is best to

consider these fluctuations as noise in the background levels that outline the

depletions.



5. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

A new low-light-level, all-sky, airglow imaging system was developed to

carry out the first ground-based studies of the optical signatures of equatorial

plasma depletions. The basic contribution of the techniques rests on the

assumption that 6300 A emission comes from a relatively narrow altitude range

in the bottomside F-region, and thus a region of depleted airglow represents the

base of a flux tube with severely depleted plasma content. A narrow band of

depleted airglow extendinq away from the equator therefore relates to a

series of depleted flux tubes that cross the equator at increasingly greater

he i (;h ts.

A two-week field test of the optical system designed to conduct equatorial

airqlow depletion studies was carried ou. on Ascension Island in early 1981.

The initial results to come from these observations may be summarized as follows:

1. Airqlow depletions were observed on 70 of the clear niqhts. They appeared
after 20:00 LT, occurred most abundantly during the 20:30 - 23:30 LT
period, and disappeared after midnight. On the average, they covered
approximately one-fourth of the sky for at least two hours.

2. The depletions often extended from the magnetic equator to beyond the
crest of the southern intertropical arc ( 3000 kin). Individual depletions
had east-west cross sections of 100 to several 100 km.

3. The airglow depletions were aligned in a variety of directions, all with
approximate north-south orientations. In most cases, depletions were
not aligned with a maqnetic meridian, but rather showed a proqressive
skewness to the west at further distances from the eguatnr.

4. Several cases of apparently twistino, overlappin and hif ureatin deple-
tions were observed.
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5. The depletions drifted to the east with speeds that decreased from
190 m/sec at 21:00 LT to -80 m/sec at 01:00 LT.

b. Airglow intensities within depletions were typically 40-50 of the
background intensities that defined them.

7. The western wall of a depletion usually had a steeper gradient than
the corresponding eastern wall.

8. Possible evidence exists for small regions (-10 to 50 kin) of enhanced

airglow embedded in the bright background areas between depletions.

The results outlined above support and extend the conclusions reached in the

initial series of equatorial airglow depletion morphologies obtaineu by weber

et al., (1978, 1980) and Moore and Weber (1981). The airglow imagina technilue

may also be used for high resolution, quantitative investigations of depletion

characteristics by using relatively simple image processing methods. This

approach is most useful for extracting specific spatial and temporal parameters

related to the mechanisms responsible for the equatorial depletion effects.

Zalesak et al, (19612) have recently presented a comprehensive review of

their numerical simulation studies of the nonlinear evolution of the Qravita-

tionally-driven, collisinnal Rayleigh-Taylor instability considered responsible

for equatorial -'asma bubbles. Their simulation results contain !:iany features

reported in earlier experimental work, especially incoherent scatter observations

from Jicamarca (Woodman and LaHoz, 1976) and Kwajalein (Tsunoda, 1980). The rjdar

results are often depicted in maps of meter-size irreqularity characteristics a,

a function of space and time. The simulations are not aimed at these small-

scale perturbations, but rather at the large-scale (lO0's kvi) characteristics

of the envelopes or boundarias of the small scale effects. The optical results

presented here have a spatial extent and scale lenuth that are 'lure closely

related to the simulation results carried out to date. S'everal laroe-scale
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perturbation results computed by Zalesak et al., such as depletion widths, tilts.

bifurcations and steep west wall gradients below hmax, are all evident in the

data set described here. Further detailed comparisons of simulation results and

airglow imaging data may prove useful in understanding the complex processes

that control the evening, equatorial ionosphere.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Schematic view of low-light-level camera system developed for
equatorial airglow depletion studies.

Figure 2. Location of Ascension Island with respect to geogra-nic and
geomagnetic coordinate systems. The two concentric rinqs mark
the "all-sky" camera coverage for zenith distances of 75 and
90k, respectively. The heavy dashed lines mark dip latitudes
of -15 , giving the approximate locations of the crests of tne
equatorial (Appleton) anomaly and their associated intertropical
airglow bands. Several equatorial observing sites are shown in
relation to Ascension Island.

Figure 3. Sample photocpraph showing equatorial airglow depletions embecded
in a weak background of 6300 A', emission, together with three scale-
size grids giving qeographic, geo'aanetic and zenith anQle para-
meters. Note the inverted east-west directions, the markers for
telephone poles in the field ,.f. view, ano 3 zenith angle calibta-
tions on each of The grids.

Figure 4. Magnetic meridional geometry across the equatorial region near
Ascension island, and its relationship to airglow features recorec
in all-sky photographs. (see text.;

Figure 5. A series of 6300 A photographs taken at 10-minute intervals
during the night of 7-8 February 1981. (see text for discussion.

Figure 6. Examples of ali-sky images of u300C A airqlcw features recorde:
at 20-minute intervals. The top panel (1 February 1981) snows the
motion of three narrow depletions towards the northeast, while the
lower panel (2 February 1981) shows an example of a "wishoone' air-
glow depletion. The briqht hackr- ,:0 le.els hi ghli lht the telecohere
poles and wires that serveas convenien?.it orientation marKers; t
buildings with rooftop ligihts obscure a smaIl portion 0 the eas ,e re
horizon. Resolution limits may be estimated by the widths ef the
wires and the co-ci ned imaqes of J:oi ter and So turn the b,--, 1
elongated feature that moves towards tne west, close to the equLate,,
from the bui1dinQ i uhts on the eastern horizon."

Figure 7. Summary of airrlow depletion extent with respect to the visible

airqlow from Ascension Island (from Laumqardner and >, obuchar, ].-

Figure 8. Average eustirJ drift of airqlow features versus local time,
derived from all-sky images recorded from January to February 1901.
The number of individual drifts used to form the average speeds appear
in parentheses. Fastward speeds measured by other techniques and it
other locations are shown for comparison. ,see text.)

Figure 9. Example of diqiT.al processinq results for tne all-sky, b300 A
airqlow image recorded at 22:00 UT on 1 February 1 79. The thre,-
dimensional relief map uses a "difference from the mean' trchniliue
to correct for lens and field of view effects. the two-dimensionai



contour of the airglow map shows depletion effects with contours
o rec'lti\,te intensity, (see text ).

Figure 10. Example of digital image processing upon the 'wishbone" forma-
tion recorded in the 6300 A airglow image recorded at 00:30 UT on
3 February 1981. ,see Figure 6 and text.)

Fiqure 11. Schematic representation showing how a wishbone-shaped equatorial
airglow depletion maps along geomagnetic field lines to outline
plasma depletion characteristics above the equator.

Figure 12. A series of east-west ("prime-vertical") scans from the cJgi
arrays created from the 22 photographs of 6300 A airQigv, images
recorded on the night of 1 February 1981. The data are corrected
of vignettinq and -an Rhiin effects, and converted to east-west
distances assuminq a mean height of 300 km for the airalow ePris on.
The scans at 20:00 LT (bottom left) and 22:10 (bottom rightl are
plotted in relative intensity units, with 10 subsequent scans plotted
with successive 7,) unit offsets.
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ASCENSION ISLAND JAN - FEB 1981
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OPTICAL SIGNATURE OF AN IONOSPHERIC HOLE

INTRODUCT ION

Rocket exhaust induced effects upon the ionosphere are a form of labora-

tory-in-space experimentation that can be used to address a broad range of

chemical and dynamical processes of interest to aeronomic and space plasma

research (Mendillo, 1981). While radio diagnostic systems have been the main

technique to monitor such effects (Mendillo et al, 1975, 1980), opticaL

methods can provide a complimentary way of observing disturbanmne

morphologies (Kofsky et al, 1980; Stone and Zinn, 1980). A recent rocket launch

provided a new "experiment of opportunity" to test the utility of low light

level, image intensified photography as a diagnostic tool for ionospheric

modification experiments.
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The NOAA-C weather satellite was launcned at 10:53 U.T. from Vandenberg Air

Force Base (34.60N, 120.60 W) on 23 June 1981. The Atlas-F launch vehicle followed

a rarely used ascent profile that called for an engine burn well into the topside

F-region (see Figure 1). A temporary observing station was established near Edwards

Air Force Base (35.0 0 N, 117.8 0 W) to make radio beacon and optical measurements of

the anticipated effects. The site was chosen in order to have the ray path of the

136 MHz beacon from ATS-1 pass through the rocket's exhaust plume at 350 km. The

VHF radio beacon was used to measure the total electron content (TEC) along the

ray path by the standard Faraday rotation technique (Titheridge, 1972). The

site was also selected on the basis of clear sky conditions in order

to provide the first opportunity to make optical measurements along the same path

as a TEC-detected hole.

1he optical system consisted of a photometer with a 1 field of view and a

low light level imaging system with interchangeable all-sky (1800) and narrow-

field (600 ) lenses. The imaging system records intensified output on 35 mm film

using a conventional single lens reflex camera. All observations were made using

6300 X filters that have a very narrow half-power width (6 X), a condition made

necessary by the presence of the third quarter moon. Control data were taken at

6200 and the photometer records were reduced to absolute values using a calibra-

ted source. The narrow field data reported on here were obtained using 8 second

e x p o s u r e s . R

RESULTS

Figure 2 contains a summary of the electron content and photometer measurements

made during the event. The Faraday rotation data show a very rapid depletion ot the

F-region followed by a burst of airglow from the oxygen line at b300 X. Figurt

presents a sample ot the imagini resuLts its ing the oO) field of view lenls. tc

4n
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the position of the photometer monitoring point, the AFS-1 point, and the times

of the photographs in relation to the photometric curve in Figure 2. The images

in Figure 3 show that a "smoke-ring" or "h'Ir ,sh U-l, lt WV 01 jiri')v

ed with the cloud of exhaust molecules responsible for the F-region depletions.

This effect is described in more quantitative fashion in Figure 4. Digital pro-

cessing of the images was carried out by scanning a 512 x 512 array on an EIKON-

IXSCAN 7800 system. ihese data were corrected subsequently for lens effects and

smoothed to the 128 x 128 pixel array contoured in Figure 4. The horseshoe pat-

tern i6 quite evident on a log (Intensity) format, and the lowest level contour

(log I = 1.5 = 100 R) gives a good representation of the outermost visible edge

on the photograph. The full evolution of this contour level provides an overall

summary of the spatial and temporal development of the airglow pattern (see Figure 5).

DISCUSSION

Rocket exhaust clouds typically include molecules of H2 , H2 0 and CO2 . These

gases react with the dominant F-region ion (0+ ) to form molecular ions (OH+ , H2 0+,

H30 
+ , 02+ ) at rates 100 to 1000 times faster than the normal 0

+ reactions with

atmospheric 02 and N2 . The end result is that an atomic ion plasma is converted

to a molecular ion plasma that can recombine quickly with electrons. Since the

rocket plume diffuses rapidly through the F-region, the enhanced recombination

process occurs over a broad altitude range and a columnar electron content deple-

tion is observed. The dissociative recombination reactions that cause the hole

can leave atomic oxygen atoms in excited states and thus to a burst of airglow.

Theoretical models for hole-making/airglow scenarios have been described by

Anderson and Bernhardt (1978) and Zinn and Sutherland (1980).

Measurements reported here of the evolving airglow cloud can be used to test

various chemical, diffusive and optical parameters related to plasma modification

mechanisms. Two aspects are addressed in this preliminary analysis: diffusion

and airglow production.
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1. Diffusion. The diffusion of modification related gases in the

F-region has been treated by Bernhardt et al. (1975), Mendillo and

Forbes (1978), Schunk (1978), and Bernhardt (1979). Since the injected

molecules react quickly with the ambient ions, and the 6300 1 emission occurs

with the subsequent dissociative recombinations, the expanding airglow pattern

should be related to time constants associated with molecular diffusion. Using

a simple diffusion model, one can show that the time of peak 0+ loss (t ma x ) is

related to distance ( r ) from an initial source as t m r2 /61),max

where D is the diffusion coefficient for the injected molecules (Mendillo et al.,

1975).

The composite contours in Figure 5 are not spherical due to the horizontal

motion of the rocket and the exponential nature of the background atmosphere.

Nevertheless, they can be used to set an upper limit for diffusion using

equivalent spherical arguments. Fiure 6 gives the effective linear -'xpansion

rates along the major and minor j:c. of the contours, together wijth a

theoretical equivalent ipheri,:al gr,-.wth rate using ) = 30 x 10 ,:11 /-Lec.

rhis value is consistent with the diffusion of the lightest species (112) through

background oxygen at 350 km and T = 1000 0 K.

2. Relationship between hole formation and 6300 X airglow emission.

The exhaust gases of an Atlas-F rocket include the following molecular injec-

tion rates (in units of 1026 molecules/sec): OH = 1.5, 12 = 3.6, CO. = 4.0 and

1120 = 10.2. Current models of hole formation show that the production

of the 0(0D) state of oxygen is related directly to the dissociative

recombination of molecular ions (Off , 0,, o,+ ) formed by these molecules. The

emission of 6300 photons is described by the Einstein coof fir cnt AI for tie

4;:
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D 3P2 transition and the column content of the D state, [0*]T"

ET - AfiO*] dh - A1[0*]T h = A, x 10-9[0*] kR (1)
cm2 sec T

For the unperturbed ionosphere, steady-state conditions are usually invoked and

[0*]T is computed by first balancing production and loss at each height (see,

e.g., Forbes, 1970). Since a modification scenario is inherently non-ste dy-

state, such an assumption may not be used here; it is possible, however, to use

height-integrated quantities to make a simple estimate of the time dependence of

[0*]. Thus, if motions are neglected,
T*

d[O*]T = P -L = -k dNT - (AT + QT)[
0*]T. (2)

dt dt

The first term represents the column production rate of 0*, where k is the

column-averaged fraction of plasma recombinations that yield the excited O(ID)

state, and dNT/dt is the observed rate of change of the columnar electron content.

The loss term derives from the total 'D emission rate, AT ('D - 3P0 , 
3PI, 3P2),

and T is the effective total columnar quenching rate. Since ANT was observed to

decrease exponentially with an effective loss coefficient, 8, equation (2) may

be written as

d[O*]T , kaNT e-at _ (AT + T [0] (3)
dtT_(AT_+_T)___

The solution to (3), when coupled to (1), yields

-9 6

ET (At T+ QT-) e A kNTe X t-e-(AT + QT)t] (4)ET~t)



8,

The coefficients A, and AT are fixed at 0.0069 sec- and 0.0091 sec - 1, while

ANT and a are obtained from the observations in Figure 2: $ = 0.0213 sec -1

and ANT = 16.8 1012 el/cm 2 . The average branching ratio k for the number of

0* per recombination and the column average quenching coefficient Q can assume

a range of values in equation (4). Three pairs of (k-QT) solutions to (4) are

plotted in Figure 7, with each case chosen to yield the observed peak 6300

emission corrected for atmospheric extinction:

FT (t mx 8.9 kR at t m ln[(AT + QT)/5] (5)
amax (AT + QT -

)

It becomes clear from Figure 7 that the best agreement between the observed and

computed ET(t) curves occurs for the no-quenching case. With QT = 0, tmax from

(5) occurs 70 seconds after the initiation of the ANT decrease; the observations

in Figure 2 show that the peak emission occurred nearly 120 seconds after the

onset of the hole. Quenching of 0* by molecular species is of the form

QT = y[XY], where [XY] is the average molecular concentration within the hole

and y is approximately 5 x 10- 11 cm3/sec (Forbes, 1970; Roble et al., 1976).

For a 1000 OK neutral atmosphere (CIRA, 1972), N2 at 350 km is = 2 x 107 cm
- 3

and thus QT t 0.001 sec-'or.only 10% of AT in equation (5). The exhaust oleCules

themselves could be effective quenchers, especially H,0 (Hudson and Reed, 1979).

[his could be important at early times, when concentrations 1 07 cm- 3 are

required to account for the 3 derived above. Nevertheless, the condit ion 0 U

in equation (4) may well be a reasonable first approximation for estimating the

6300 X airgiow to come from an ionospheric hole formed in the upper F-repion.

Under such conditions, approximately 14% of the recombinations yield 0('D) atoms.

For significantly higher quenching rates, proportionately larger ,ids of * er

recombination are required. Such adjustments to equation (4) cause the peak emis-

sion to occur at vet earlier times and the decay to ambient levels occurs mcich

aster thaiOi i l r,:d.
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The delayed t and slow return to ambient 6300 X levels shown in Figure 2max

must result from processes not considered in the simple formulation leading to

equation (4). The 110 second lifetime for 0* is sufficiently long to allow for

[*IT to change by diffusion into and out of the line of sight monitored by the

photometer. Moreover, the diffusion of ambient 0+ into the molecular rich hole

at later times could produce additional 0* that are not detected by the Faraday

technique (note that dN T/dt = 0 from 11:00 - 11:15 U.T. in Figure 2, and thus

further plasma recombinations could be masked by a matching plasma influx.) In

relating the production of [*]T to -k (N T/dt) in equation (2), there is an

assumption that each recombination has the potential of producing an 0*; Anderson

and Bernhardt (1978) have shown that in a dense environment of H 2 (as occurs at

early times), molecular ions such as H 20+ are formed that recombine very rapidly

(H,0+ + e- - H 2 + H) but do not yield 0(10) states. To the extent thiet Lhis

occurs, the production of [0*]T in equation (2) is overestimated at early times,

and thus a correction in the proper sense is obtained.

The assumption of a high efficiency (k = 1-1.3) for 0('D) production per

recombination of 02+ (Roble et al., 1976; Hays et al., 1978) seems at odds with

the low column-average k values depicted in Figure 7. This suggests that k is

a tunction or relative composition, and therefore of time and space. Since the

yield of 0* is high from 02+, the CO2 component of the plume must have been a

minor contributor to the observed TEC decrease. In comparison to C02, the other

exnaust gases have faster reaction rates with 0+, greater diffusion coefficients

and a combined abundance lu 3j times the CO2 in the plume. Thus, while H2 and

H20 are very efficient hole-makers, they must produce 0* at relatively low

efficiencies, while the opposite case seems to occur for CO2 .

A more extensive examination of this and a similar Atlas-F event using

networks of TEC and 6300 ( observations will be described in a it ,r

i'a, r. The single-site data presented here were used to illustrate the

potential benefits to be gained by active space plasma experiments in the

. .. . . I I I II
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IONOSPHERIC HOLES AND 6300 A AIRGLOW
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